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Update on this weeks Property Transactions, latest
news on AREITs and Funds.
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31/7/2017

Welcome to this weeks Property News.

This week we review the markets top transactions and news from the AREITs and keep up
with the takeover moves on APDC. 

CMA aims to assist real estate investment managers and clients to add value to their
investment decisions with relevant market based advice. We value your relationship and
hope that we can be of assistance to you. If you require any strategic advice, market
insights, transaction report or individual REIT assessments, please feel to contact us.

 

Property Transactions

This week we recorded 11 major
transactions worth $418M.

The largest deal was the acquisition by
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Jerry Schwartz of the Sheraton Four
Seasons Hotel on Broadway, Chippendale
followed by the purchase by AMP Capital
Wholesale Australian Property Fund of
185 O'Riordan Street, Mascot.

Continue reading....

Sheraton Four Points, Broadyway

 

 

Fund News

360 Capital Finds Opposition

The next move for the Australia Pacific Data Centre REIT
(AJD) played out last week with the Board carefully
managing the tussle between a major investor in 360
Capital and the key tenant, NEXTDC who it knew was a
potential buyer of the assets they operate in.

After receiving the formal proposal from 360 Capital to
acquire all of the units for $1.80 per security, the AJD
Board provided access to the due diligence material to
allow the bid process to proceed given no formal other
bids had been received. As a result of this action, 360
Capital called off the planned meeting to allow it to review
the DD information.

Within days, NEXTDC submitted its full cash offer for all
of the units at a price of $1.85. The NEXTDC offer
represented a 15% premium to the 30th June NTA and
was clearly superior to the 360 Capital offer price of $1.80
per security.  NEXTDC have recently to improved this
offer to be fully unconditional at $1.87 per security.

Whilst 360 Capital may continue to agitate over the next
few weeks, hoping that another party might jump in, 360
Capital are already sitting on a profit of circa $7M from a
short process and are very likely to bow out after the DD
period concludes.

It is very likely that 360 strategised the play on the REIT
when NEXTDC indicated last year that ownership of their
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Data Centres was critical to their business and that it
would seek to reacquire the assets in the REIT to avoid
losing control of the REIT. 360's plan to strike at
Industria REIT first to unlock their position in AJD was
also instrumental in gaining the required foot hold in
AJD. 

APN Launches Convenience Retail REIT

APN Property Group successfully launched the
Convenience Retail REIT last week with the completion of
the initial capital raising of $174.5M at $3.00 per security
(read more). The REIT incorporates an initial portfolio of
67 convenience retail assets (ie associated with petrol
stations) leased to Puma, Woolworths, 7-Eleven, Caltex
and Viva. The REIT offered investors a 6.5% distribution
yield with a 98% payout and gearing of 30%. The launch
of the REIT is important for APN having recently lost the
Generation Health Care REIT and had to defend the
Industria REIT from a takeover proposal from 360
Capital.

Goodman on Track

Goodman provided their latest investor update (read
more).

 

Mirvac Pack & Send

Mirvac have shown how well its Pack & Send strategy is
working with confirmation of its deal with Suntech REIT
for the sale of 50% of the Olderfleet office development at
477 Collins Street, Melbourne.

The transaction reflects a cap rate of 4.8% and will involve
a fund through arrangement. Mirvac will provide a 5 year
rental guarantee on any vacant space on completion.
(read more).  

This is a good example of how Mirvac uses its balance to
secure a development site, add value with a DA and a
design & construction process, and secure a tenant before
packaging it up and sending off to the brokers to bring in
a capital partner to fund through the construction period.
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Whilst Mirvac are happy to underwrite the balance of the
leasing risk, they more than make up for the contingent
liability by securing a very sharp cap rate from the
incoming partner. Mirvac completed a similar deal with
AMP Capital on 200 George Street Sydney and with
Morgan Stanley at 664 Collins Street, Melbourne.

Campus Living Not Living up to
Expectations

Campus Living, the manager of 59 student
accommodation assets in Australia, NZ, Britain and the
US has been looking for a buyer for the last 12 months or
more. The business, which is owned by HostPlus, REST,
EquipSuper, Catholic Super and NGS Super was looking
to extract $2B from the sale, however according to The
Australian, it appears that first bids for the whole
portfolio have fallen short with many dissuaded by the
low forecast rental growth in the portfolio. It remains to
be seen whether the sub funds in the group will now try to
find an exit independently.

Other News

Charter Hall announced it has entered into exclusive
dealings with Westpac on the proposed sale of
Hasting Management, a global infrastructure business
with $14B of FUM. (read more)
Vicinity Centres announced that 34 assets in its 74
asset portfolio have been revalued with a gain of
$345M of 2.3% or the 6 month period to June 30. The
weighted average cap rate of the whole portfolio is
5.61%, which is 13Bps sharper than the Dec 16 results.
(read more). The NTA increases to $2.82 per security
against a market close of $2.71 per security.
Vicinity also announced an on market buy back of 5%
of the securities on issue following their FY17 annual
results on the 17th August. (read more)
Folkestone provided an update on earnings guidance
for FY17 with a net profit after tax of $13.1 - $13.5M
which compares to $5.0M for FY16. Much of the
increase in revenue has come from a significant
higher rezoning fee on land in Melbourne (read more)
Folkestone also announced that it has raised $24.7M
in a special purpose fund to acquire 11 Murray Rose
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Ave, Sydney Olympic Park, a 6 level commercial
building of 5,810sqm from FDC. (read more)
Dexus announced that it had settled on the
acquisition of three assets its announced in June,
being 100 Harris Street, the MLC Centre and 90 Mills
Rd. (read more)
Blackrock Group announced it had increased its
holding in Stockland from 7.64% to 8.65% from Dec
16 to June 17. (read more).
Stockland also announced a Dividend Reinvestment
Plan for FY17. (read more)
Arena REIT Group announced the acquisition of a
portfolio of 9 Early Learning Centres under
development at a price of $65M. (read more). The
acqusition will be funded by a fully underwritten
institutional placement of $55M and a security
purchase plan of $5M and the balance in cash. Arena
REIT also announced a FY18 guidance of 12.8cents
per security, an increase of 6.7% over the prior year. 

 

 

Property Research Portal

CMA / Propel accesses property
research from leading agencies and
researchers across the market and
brings them together for our clients to
easily access. Click here if you are
interested in the latest research for;

Commercial markets
Industrial markets
Retail markets
Residential market

 

 
Daily REIT Report

Propel publishes a daily REIT Report
listing the key movements in the
Australian listed property markets with
information on key announcements,
performance reports, presentations and
analysis. 

If you are interested in accessing these
updates click on the link below and let
us know.

REIT Updates

 

Feedback

If you have any feedback on our transaction data base or any other recent news & views,
please send us an email at warwick@cmaust.com 

Feel free to forward this newsletter to others and ask them to subscribe by clicking the link
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below.

Subscribe

 
Capital Management Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box R1254
Sydney 1225
 
www.cmaust.com

You are receiving this email newsletter as a valuable client of CMA
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